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Professional
Profile
Dan Myers is Principal Info Quality Educator at DQMatters.com- an
eLearning organization focused on Web-based Information Quality
training, on-site training and consulting. Dan frequently speaks at
conferences, webinars, and corporate events within the US and abroad.
Dan has published various papers/articles on DQ over the years.
In previous roles Dan has managed business intelligence teams, led data
quality, data governance and related program deployments and
coordinated architecture reviews of all types of data management tools.
In prior roles he implemented these tools and integrated within
corporate system development lifecycles spanning business units.
Previously Dan has worked as an independent Oracle Certified
Professional consultant in both front and back-end development
capacities. Dan's fluency in Japanese enabled him to work in both the
public and private sector in Japan. Dan received his MBA from the U.S.C.
Marshall School of Business in 2009, and Information Quality Certified
Professional (IQCP) credential in 2013.
Contact: dan@DQMatters.com
Twitter: @kiwidankun or @dqmatters
LinkedIn: dan-myers-mba-iqcp-33110
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Agenda
•

Real world example and why we need
the Dimensions of Data Quality

•

Background and history of the
Conformed Dimensions of Data
Quality (CDDQ)

•

2018 Survey Results

•

Questions and Answers
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Real-world Example Last Week: Priceline goes the extra mile?
Email

Twitter Tweet

Twitter Response from Priceline

25 min Customer
Service
Response!,
10/16/2018
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Why do I need the Dimensions of
Data Quality?
Because they add value:
a) Act as quick reference, checklist, and guide to quality standards
b) Can be used as framework to segment DQ efforts
c)
Enable people to communicate current and desired state of data (e.g.
survey based)
d) Reuse of existing categories and definitions enables faster
implementation times
e) Match dimensions against a business need and prioritize which
assessments to complete first1
f)
Understand what you will (and will not) get from assessing each
dimension.1
References: 1. McGilvray, 2008 p. 30-31

Where are they used:
• Throughout the
SDLC
• To define DQ
measures on
scorecards,
dashboards
• In conversation
• Embedded in
instructions or on
forms
• Included in Service
Level Agreements

What do they Measure:
• Cost Impact- Poor Data Quality Leads to High Cost
• Sales/ Revenue Impact- Poor Data Quality Leads to Decreased Sales
• Customer Experience- Poor DQ Leads to Decreased Experience
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CONFORMED DIMENSIONS OF
DATA QUALITY BACKGROUND
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The Beginning
Initial Questions That I Asked Myself:
•
•

Why isn’t there greater agreement between authors regarding the definitions of the dimensions of data
quality?
Can’t we find a standardized set that will be consistently used by researchers, educators, and practitioners?

2013 Article
http://dqm.mx
/addq18-presiq13article
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Article leads to survey to validate findings with broader
audience of practitioners
Information-Management.com Article
Covered Major Authors in the Space
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Larry English, Information Quality Applied (2009)
Tom Redman, Data Quality: The Field Guide (2001)
DMBOK 1st Edition (2010)
TDWI, Data Quality Course
David Loshin, The Practitioner's Guide to Data Quality
Improvement (2011).
6. Yang W. Lee, Leo L. Pipino, James D. Funk, Richard Y. Wang,
Journey to Data Quality (2006)

Annual Survey About
Dimensions of Data Quality
2015-2018
Survey

Historical
Downloads here

httpdqm.mxaddq18pres-rprt-dload
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History of the
Conformed Dimensions of Data Quality
2013
Publication of
Series of Articles in
InformationManagement.com,
Comparing Six
Authors/
Organizations’
Definitions of
Dimensions of Data
Quality

•

2015
Initial Survey on
Dimensions of
Data Quality
Conducted

2016
a.) Roll-out of
CDDQ Website
b.) 2nd Annual
Survey Validated
Most of 2015
Findings

2017
3rd Annual Survey
Refined and
Latent Industries
Identified

2018
4th Annual

a.)
Survey

b.) Poster Created
c.) Portuguese
and German
translations
released
d.) Example
metrics released

The initial questions led me to a possible solution, but the validation,
research and improvement continues through the annual report.
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Using the Conformed Dimensions
1.

Use

http://DimensionsOfDataQuality.com

Use out of the box as-is
b. Use to enhance/supplement yours
c. Require partners and external data
suppliers to use for data certification
a.

2.

Includes

Eleven (11) Named and defined Dimensions
of Data Quality
b. Thirty Six (36) Underlying Concepts to
further categorize DQ
c. As of today (10/30/2018), at least one
example metric for each Underlying
Concept (see website)
a.
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2018 SURVEY RESULTS
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Survey Response nearly back to 2015
levels of Interest
1. Numerous readers have pointed
out that the response rates are
back up this year
2. In 2015 the survey was anonymous,
so name and company information
wasn’t collected
3. Starting in 2016 we started
collecting this information with the
understanding that we are asking
organizations to answer each year
in order to facilitate growth of the
survey and demonstrate
improvements over time.

Survey was
completely
Anonymous
in year 1
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Executive Summary

Blog URL:
http://dimensionsofdataquality.com/blog
Blog Signup:
http://dqm.mx/addq18-cddqblogsignup

Summary of Findings

• Over 70% of the Dimensions of DQ are used more than in
2015. As industry maturity continues, organizations are
using a larger variety of the dimensions of data quality
(right).
• 100% of organizations reporting excellent data quality use
the dimensions of data quality. Most of these have an
enterprise-wide definition of each dimension in place.
• 37.8% of organizations taking the survey use the
Conformed Dimensions in some form
• 35% of organizations report that industry regulators
require specific DQ metrics and another 33% require selfselected measures of DQ to measure submissions.
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Exciting Updates
Metrics Available- This year respondents said that
they would like example metrics (72%), but more
specifically- industry specific example metrics (74%).

1.

•

Step 1. we’ve release one example (typically generic in
nature) metric for each of the CDDQ’s Underlying Concepts
(UC).

•

Step 2. (next year and beyond) we’ll seek to identify
industry specific metrics that align with the UCs.
http://dqm.mx/addq18
-2-cddq-metrics

Foreign Languages Available- There is added value to having at least the
basic definitions of the Conformed Dimensions in other foreign languages.

2.
•

We’ve been working with practitioners and researchers to translate the CDDQ into
other foreign languages in order to support their needs and expand the value of the
CDDQ.

•

Current translations: Portuguese and German

•

Others to come soon.

•

If you’re interested in helping in this area- please reach out to me.

http://dqm.mx/
addq18-cddq-lang
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Example Metrics Now Available
Underlying
Concept

Dimension
The highest level of description is
used to broadly categorize
observations of quality.

Metric

The second level is used to break out
the distinct components of a
dimension.

The third level is a metric
which quantifies a specific
aspect of a concept.

Industry

Metric Name

Definition

Formula

Financial
Services

Fill Rate

Rate of population of records for a given
column

Retail

Column Population

For a given column, the count of not null rows
divided by the total number of rows in the set.

For a given column, the count of not null
rows divided by the total number of rows
in the set.
For a given column, the count of not null
rows divided by the total number of rows
in the set.

Underlying
formula must
stay the same
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Use of the Conformed Dimensions of Data Quality
•

Until 2018, it hasn’t really made sense
to ask people whether they are using
the Conformed Dimensions of Data
Quality, because the standard was only
proposed in proposed in 2016.

•

In 2018, we saw that more than 11% of
the respondents use either all or some
of the Conformed Dimensions “as is”.

•

And an additional proportion (26%) use
a subset of them in conjunction with
other organization-specific dimensions
(see Figure 6a, right).

For those organizations that use the ISO/IEC 25012:2008 Data Quality Model’s Dimensions of Data
Quality, a gap analysis has already been done between the CDDQ and ISO dimensions and can be
downloaded here (free to IQ International members).
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True Understanding of Data Quality Starts with
Definition and Categorization
•

Survey results show that the
best organizations (selfreporting “Excellent” data
quality) have just one set of
dimensions of data quality
and most are well governed.

•

Organizations that can’t
agree on a single standard
set of definitions should use
predefined dimensions and
underlying concepts in order
to move from their current
levels to a higher level of
quality. (‘Prevent the fist
fights’)
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Popularity of Each Dimension
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Conformed Dimensions of Data Quality Accuracy Dimension- (release 3.5)
a. Agree with Real-world: Degree that data factually represents its
associated real-world object, event, or concept.
b. Match to Agreed Source: Measure of agreement between data and
the source of that data. This is used when the data represent
intangible objects or transactions that can't be observed visually.

Figure 4e. Ranking Changes
2018
2017
Accuracy
1 Completeness
Completeness
2 Validity
Consistency
3 Consistency
Validity
4 Accuracy
Timeliness
5 Integrity
Integrity
6 Timeliness
Accessibility
7 Accessibility
Currency
8 Lineage
Precision
9 Representation
Lineage
10 Precision
Representation
11 Currency

CC,BY-NB, Dan Myers 2018

•

The changes in rankings from last
year (right) show that there is a
significant change in emphasis on
accuracy

•

Apparent decrease in ‘Accuracy’
measurement- possibly because
more organizations realize the
high cost of sampling to measure
real-world observations
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Measuring at
Detailed Level
•

Each year we survey how widely
each of the dimensions of data
quality are used and this year we
took that to the next level, by
not just asking what dimensions,
but specifically, which
Underlying Concepts are used.

•

(Right) The 2018 findings reveal
that when measured at the
Underlying Concept level,
Attribute Population is by far
the most used area of
measurement (61.5% of
respondent organizations use it).
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*Does Your Industry’s Regulatory Body
Require DQ Measures?
• New this year, we’ve asked
respondents about whether
regulatory requirements are
enforced on their organization.
• Over time, we hope to identify
whether those organizations with
regulatory scrutiny are more likely
to use the Dimensions of Data
Quality (e.g. Insurers, Bankers…etc.)
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Conclusions Regarding CDDQ Hurdles
Going Forward






Group I: General Reasons Not
Specific to the Conformed
Dimensions (a-g)
Group II: Genuine hurdles that face
the Conformed Dimensions
Standard (1-4)
Group III: Those planning to use the
Conformed Dimensions later (i)
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Questions and Answers

?
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